Days of Our Lives
Below are some photographs of members of St Faith`s congregation taken when these
individuals were much younger. The individuals are often members of groups to make
recognition a little more difficult.
See who you recognise from those days gone by.

Two of our congregation at
school 62 years ago
Two friends at school and now
songbirds together in the choir.
Val Broom back row centre and
on her left is Susie Greenwood

A Young Man aged 8
This is Rick Walker

A young lad and his friends in about 1951
This boy with the stick is Denis Griffiths

At School; amongst these young
ladies is a member of St Faith`s
congregation and a person who
was later to become famous on TV.
At the centre of the first row up
from the bottom of girls wearing
dark cardigan is Maureen Madden.
In the row behind Maureen at the
right of the picture is Victoria Wood.

Two photographs of the
same young lady

These photographs are of Margaret Davies

For some young
ladies being Cute
just comes naturally
This is Angie Price.

Men and Motors. Dreaming
of days to come?

Look hard and you will
recognise our dear departed
friend Chris Price.

Another School Group
Photograph, this time
from 1957.
A school photograph and on the
back row at the centre there is a
young Eric Salisbury.

National Service
The same person in “civvies” and in
uniform (Get that tunic buttoned!).

Ron Rankin during his National
Service in the RAF. In the photo on
the right Ron is on the left and in the
photo on the left Ron is on the right.

Class of 1961.
In those days Co-education had
not yet been invented and all
secondary school photographs
were female or male.
Another school photograph. On
the front row second from the left
is the future Irene Salisbury. That
smile is still there.

A classroom photograph with
Fiona Whalley at the front.

At school aged 9 years.
Can you spot our friend?
Clue; it isn`t the boy.

Relaxing in the park
Aged six
Barbara Dagnall

Denise MacDougall . Second
from the right in the school
photograph.

School Friends and
outside activity success

Ready to join the
next ship

Bill Dagnall,
Marine Engineer Officer

Another Young Lady
The future Rosie Walker

It`s the name of the person you want, not the bear
Former St Faith`s Vicar, Peter Goodrich

